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Introduction
Economists, politicians, and businesspeople all seem to enjoy arguing 
over whether a strong manufacturing sector is an essential requirement 
for a strong economy. Without a doubt, manufacturing in the twentieth 
century was responsible for lifting millions of poor Americans up 
into the middle class, and thousands of middle class Americans into 
affluence. Manufacturing today is helping developing countries grow 
their economies at rates four times that of the U.S. The key for 
manufacturing in developed (high-wage) countries to compete against 
manufacturing in undeveloped  (low-wage) countries in today’s global 
economy is increasing productivity. Productivity in this sense means 
not only more work output per labor hour; it also means more pounds 
of usable product per pound of raw material, more product launches per 
development project, or more revenue per marketing dollar invested. 

From the early seventies to the mid-nineties, business people found increasing ways to use  omputers to increase 
productivity, whether it was eliminating the typing pool, automating payroll, or replacing drafting tables with 
CAD software. Since the beginning of the new millennium, efforts have largely shifted from focusing on using 
computers to make tasks more productive, to using computers to make processes more productive. In order 
to make process more productive, functional areas must be integrated, and the most advanced software that 
manages functional integration in a business is generally referred to as ERP (enterprise resource planning).

Every economic sector – service, retail, energy, manufacturing, and so on – has unique problems when it comes 
to ERP and integrated business processes. Manufacturing’s major challenge is the number of things that must be 
simultaneously and accurately kept up with. There are raw materials being transformed, costs being accumulated, 
inventories being stored somewhere (for easy later retrieval). There are purchases being made and production 
schedules being created and executed. There are sales orders being filled, capital equipment being maintained, 
and quality being monitored. The constant movement of all those things through a transformation process makes 
computer automation a godsend when it is done right, and a disaster when it is done wrong. The consideration of 
using ERP in manufacturing should be taken very seriously, but very positively.

What follows is a series of issues manufacturers should consider when investigating or evaluating ERP. The series 
is not intended to provide bottom line answers, but rather, to highlight the appropriate questions for you to ask 
of peers, subordinates, vendors, consultants, and superiors on your way to your bottom line answer. Your bottom 
line will be unique to your organization, your industry, and your vision. You should try to ask the same questions 
of different people. This will give you an indication of how complex a question is, as indicated by the nuances 
and differences in the answers you get. It will also give you keen insight into who grasps the critical issues.

The time you spend thinking about these issues up front will save you a tenfold amount of time fixing them after 
the fact.
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STEP

1

Do You Need ERP?
As a manufacturing company assessing your need for ERP, there are two questions that you need to consider. 
Ignore for the moment the question of whether or not your business processes support your business growth 
aspirations, and just think about today’s operations. What you should consider when evaluating your current 
need for ERP software are the following criteria: (1) should I automate my business processes? (2) Would my 
automation tasks be more efficient if they were integrated?

The answer to the first question is to examine the number of 
people needed for activities that do not directly add value to the 
manufactured product. People who operate production machinery, 
assemble parts, and package finished product, all increase the value 
of the finished product. People who are taking orders, planning 
production, and doing the accounting do not add additional value 
to the product. If the cost of people in the latter group is growing 
as a percentage of revenue, then you should consider automation. 
Automation which can be achieved through the implementation of 
ERP software.

Who is Using Data?
If the tasks that you think about automating share a large amount 
of common data, then integration – ERP – may be in order. Consider 
the data on your sales order. Assume it is the customer name and 
address, the material and quantity ordered the price, and the due date. Planning needs to know the material, 
quantity and due date, shipping needs to know the address, material, and quantity, accounts receivable needs 
to know the customer name, material, quantity and price, and so on. If everybody is using the same basic data 
over and over, you may benefit from integration. Do not immediately assume that ERP is a bigger solution than 
you need. If you have a small manufacturing enterprise, then it just means that your enterprise planning system 
needs to be small.

If neither of the above two questions helps clarify your situation, then follow the paperwork trail. The “paperwork 
trail” means from order entry to invoicing, how many different documents (paper or electronic) must be created, 
distributed, and or filed, in order to execute and bill a sales order. If your six hundred thousand dollars of revenue 
comes from producing fifteen thousand parts per week of one material for one customer at ten dollars per part, 
then your paperwork trail is not extensive. If you are processing fifteen thousand orders per week for multiple 
materials, multiple customers, at ten dollars per order, then your paperwork trail is massive. The first example 
would not benefit from an ERP system; the second might.

Many manufacturers are so enthused about manufacturing that they ignore thinking about business processes. 
A little bit of thought can pay a huge dividend.

“As a manufacturing 

company assessing your 

need for ERP, there are 

two questions that you 
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STEP

2

The Benefits of ERP
Having assessed your need for ERP, you need to know about the potential benefits of an ERP implementation. 
You may call it an accidental benefit, but one thing that an ERP implementation forces on an organization is a 
thorough examination of its business model and practices, and process manufacturing benefits disproportionately 
from this examination. By its very nature, process manufacturing tends to be more flexible and dynamic over time. 
As a result, many business practices are the result of evolution, instead 
of a thoughtful and well-executed strategy. In process manufacturing, 
you can almost always accommodate one more special customer need, 
until, after a while, your business model hardly resembles what your 
manufacturing, service, or systems were designed for. The misalignment 
between how the business was designed to run and how it actually does 
run will be highlighted in a number of ERP design issues.

Turning Over the Rock
A typical example might be defining a business model as either make-
to-order (a specific manufacturing plan for each customer order) or 
make-to-stock (sell orders from inventory). ERP generally rewards 
a clear-cut choice between these two with rich functionality, but 
manufacturers often have difficulty committing to only one strategy. 
They want to describe a hybrid strategy, and decide, order by order 
which strategy applies. While this sounds very customer-focused, it is an administrative nightmare. As you begin 
asking who has authority to decide, and what the decision criteria is, you grasp that there is no overarching logic 
to the choices being made, and therefore it is not a business model that is easily programmable within an ERP 
environment. The conversation which emerges as a result of this ERP question is a vitally important one to the 
leaders of the business. If the leadership team is collaborative and synergistic, it is possible that ERP will serve as 
the framework for re-establishing a set of logical business rules. If the leadership team is dysfunctional and does 
not work together well, at least everyone explicitly understands that the business model does behave according 
to any predictable rules. This is not an observation in sarcasm; it is an important reference point for helping 
people understand why things do not go as expected.

Other examples might include how planning and manufacturing scheduling occurs, how product that does not 
strictly meet quality specification is handled, or how much lot traceability is truly required. The benefit in all 
of these, just like the one in the preceding paragraph, is to hold up the evolutionary decisions that a single 
functional area has turned into business policy, and examine them in the clear light of the total business process. 
The results can vary from exhilarating to frightening, depending on your organization.

If your work group can agree to operate your manufacturing business logically, then ERP will be a stair step 
improvement.

If your work group can 
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STEP

3

Preserving Strategic Advantage
One of the biggest risks a manufacturer needs to mitigate when 
planning an ERP implementation is preserving strategic advantage. The 
reason this is such a risk is that many ERP systems you evaluate may 
not – in fact probably will not – be strongest in the area where you 
have strategic advantage. If you do not understand, articulate, and 
insist on preserving your strategic advantage, an ERP vendor will likely 
attempt – with good intentions – to get you to change your business 
behavior to conform with the way their ERP system operates. 

Let’s discuss strategic advantage briefly. Your strategy is the way 
you plan to win in the market. If it is your intent to grow, then your 
strategic advantage should remain an advantage whether you are twice 
the size you are today, or ten times the size you are today. For instance, 
if your strategic advantage is the ability to produce engineered parts at half of the tolerances standard in the 
rest of the industry, then that would be an advantage no matter what size your company. On the other hand, if 
your strategic advantage is that you are a small manufacturer, or that you have a large amount of excess capacity, 
then your strategic advantage can only be maintained by remaining small, or investing in additional idle capacity 
as you grow. So it is important when planning your ERP implementation to both (a) know what your strategic 
advantage is and (b) know that it is sustainable as you grow.

Improving Strategic Advantage
With that knowledge, you must find the ERP features that best facilitate – or even better, enhance - those 
strategic advantages. If your strategic advantage is that you are able buy raw materials of better quality and 
lower cost than everyone else, then the first thing you want to ask about is an ERP’s purchasing functionality. 
If your strategic advantage is the ability to ship product on the same day that you take an order, then your 
planning and ERP distribution system needs to be world class.

The reason ERP vendors tend to feel that their solution is right for you – regardless of your strategic advantage 
– is that they encounter so few manufacturers who have a deep understanding of how they make money. This 
problem is compounded when people from the business insist on the wrong thing being the thing that makes 
money. For instance, it is common for a sales or marketing professional to tell an ERP vendor that they make 
money because they are always the lowest price vendor. However, as a strategy, this is somewhere between 
dangerous and incomplete; to be the lowest price vendor, and make money, you must also be a low cost vendor. 
In the first interpretation you need a robust pricing and order entry functionality, and in the second, you need 
robust manufacturing variance and product cost controls. In reality, you likely need a strong mixture of both.
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STEP

4

Calculating ERP ROI
In today’s unusual capital markets, investment opportunities are so 
moribund that some European banks are offering negative interest rates 
(i.e., charging you money), to put your cash in their vaults. Under 
conditions like these, all of the math and finance terms you learned 
while getting your MBA are of questionable value; does a hurdle rate 
of 0% really convey any meaningful business information? Common 
sense may provide better guidance on ERP ROI than any mathematical 
calculations.

For the purpose of discussion, let’s assume the manufacturing ERP 
software package that is best suited for you would cost $100,000, 
totally installed and operational. That’s a little bit more than you had 
budgeted, but the difference between the next best package that would 
come in at budget and this one is night and day as far as a good fit 
for your business model. Now the question is, can you justify it in your 
mind?

If you use conventional wisdom, and want a fair, but competitive return, you need to guess at two things: (1) 
how long will the ERP software be in use and (2) what would be a reasonable return over the course of that time 
period. If your two guesses are (1) five years and (2) 7%, then you would have to feel comfortable that you could 
save (or grow profits) $27,000 a year ($100,000/5 years + $100,000 x 7%). If you saved more than $27,000 
a year, or the ERP system lasted longer than five years, your investment gets that much more attractive. The 
common sense part of the decision is thinking about whether or not you can realistically save that money.

Aiming Higher
However, you didn’t build your own successful manufacturing business by following conventional wisdom, nor 
should you when evaluating the ROI of your ERP system. You should, instead, aim for high, bold objectives, 
with financial payback percentages in triple or even quadruple digits. This level of ERP ROI isn’t unreasonable 
if you frame your requirements to deliver two or more strategic improvements. Don’t settle for the objective of 
your manufacturing ERP system being to just reduce costs; insist that it allows you to simultaneously reduce 
costs, improve service, and reduce inventory. When you set that as your solution space, your business team 
begins thinking about, and working on, a totally different – and typically more creative – set of solutions to 
your business problems. What you define your problems to be is up to you, but by using ERP to make progress 
on multiple fronts, you are in a position to recoup more on your investment than a large, conventional company 
might.

As you think about it, setting a high goal for manufacturing ERP ROI is not wishful thinking. If your computer 
system can allow you to avoid hiring one more management person, or two more administrative people, you are 
approaching a one-year payback. Your ROI should not be a close call - you should know for certain that you are 
going to get a good financial return from an ERP system.

“Common sense 

may provide better 
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STEP

5

Production Scheduling
Production scheduling is one of the three or four business design 
decisions you will make that will have a critical and disproportionate 
effect on your long-term service level. Great care should be taken to 
consider the implications of production scheduling when considering an 
ERP implementation. Production scheduling in process manufacturing 
is typically a cross between a science and an art, since production 
scheduling problems generally have multiple solutions involving 
tradeoffs between capacity, cost, lead time, and quality. The choice 
between multiple solutions in process manufacturing occurs because 
often in-process intermediates can be borrowed, modified, or quickly 
replaced in the short term, or machine setups changed to accommodate 
a changing customer need.

It is important to try to understand the reality of your production 
scheduling process with as much impartial honesty as possible. The term “honesty” creeps in because there is 
often a gap between the way the operation would like to be scheduled (for example, “We only run this product 
on first shift after a complete machine clean”) and the way it actually is scheduled. You may find your production 
schedulers aren’t very eloquent at articulating why they do things the way they do; they just know what has kept 
them out of trouble in the past. Production schedulers in process manufacturing tend to earn their keep by being 
good at exception management. Ninety per cent of the production follows more or less automatic scheduling rules 
that everyone knows and understands, and ten per cent requires intelligent violation of those rules.

Not all Orders are Created Equal
Generic scheduling packages generally optimize around one trade-off dimension – for instance, cost – and create 
the most efficient schedule around that dimension. However, all that normally accomplishes is to schedule the 
ninety per cent that everyone knew how to schedule, anyway. There are times when quality problems or customer 
emergencies make service a higher priority than cost. In those cases, the production scheduling system needs 
to recognize that not all orders are created equal and allow for efficient flexibility. True value-add occurs if the 
package can also make explicit the implications of various decisions on the different trade off dimensions (like 
how much additional cost will be incurred, or how much capacity will be lost).

If you determine that the production scheduling software in your ERP system is not sophisticated enough for 
your needs, you can choose to write, or modify, your own. Be prepared for this decision to cascade into a host of 
new complications as you must thoroughly learn how the scheduling system interacts with internal work orders, 
inventory movements, capacity and demand planning, and available to promise logic.

The recurring message here is that the inherent flexibility in process manufacturing typically manifests itself in 
more flexible service offerings to customers. Your ERP production scheduling package needs to be evaluated in 
terms of that offering.
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STEP

6

Supply Chain Data Decisions
It is often surprising for a supply chain team to see how much master data they create and maintain when it is all 
collected and organized in one place. Because ERP generally provides increased functionality, there is also usually 
additional master data required to use that functionality. Without attempting to examine every master data field 
in ERP, we will discuss three broad areas, which will hopefully help you start thinking about supply chain master 
data issues.

1. Data ownership when there is overlapping responsibility
An easy example of this category is bill of materials. Many functional areas 
depend on the information in the bill of materials: finance, for product 
costing; supply chain for material demands; engineering for spec sheets or 
blueprints; development for new product adoption. Which of these functional 
areas should have ultimate authority over the numbers and relationships in 
the bills of material? Typically, in legacy, every functional area created their 
own version of a BOM, because every functional area had a different agenda 
which marginally affected the data. Costing wanted numbers that reflected 
the lowest possible product cost; supply chain wanted higher numbers to 
ensure they never ran short of anything. The best candidate for ownership 
of this type of data is the one with the least agenda, such as development. 
The paradox is, because they have no agenda, they have no real passion for 
accurately maintaining the data.

2. Yields and tolerances
This tends to be a greater issue in process manufacturing than discrete, but it needs reasonable consideration 
in both types of industries. In this context, “yield” is referring to the calculated expectation of how much first 
quality product will be produced on average from a fixed amount of components. “Tolerances”, in this context, 
refer to how much over or short you can be in filling an order, and still be of value to the customer. These two 
data pieces work in tandem as a hedge against manufacturing variation to determine how consistently you can 
satisfy customer expectations.

3. Computing rules
These are shorthand codes that tell the MRP portion of ERP how to behave. Each rule is generally understandable 
on a stand-alone basis, but as the rules begin influencing each other, the results –while always logical – can be 
complex, unexpected, and unwanted. These computing rules involve everything from how to treat safety stock 
inventory to whether a material is purchased or manufactured to whether a material is make-to-order or make-to-
stock. To get good with these rules generally involves experimentation, rather than intuiting the setup based on 
the written explanations.

To the maximum extent possible, assign smart people to figure out how to set up supply chain master data as 
soon as legitimate testing can occur. These people don’t have to own master data forever; they just need to 
discover and document what the right settings are. In supply chain, master data has almost as big an impact on 
ERP performance as configuration does.

“In supply chain, 
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STEP

7

Lot Tracking
As with everything else in an ERP implementation, the goals and 
objectives of lot tracking should be explicitly understood and agreed 
when designing a transaction flow. Not all ERP systems have lot 
tracking capability the way your process manufacturing may be used to. 
Because of that, you should be able to compellingly articulate the value 
you get from lot tracking, since at ERP software selection time, strong 
financial and purchasing modules might trump a weak or non-existent 
lot tracking system. If lot tracking is a “just in case” process (just in 
case you need to research something, just in case there is a quality 
problem, etc.) and its value difficult to quantify, you could end up 
without a robust lot tracking system. In that case, some type of work 
around has to be created.

Is Everyone on the Same Page?
Careful communication is required to understand the lot tracking capabilities of an ERP package, because most 
vendors have a good faith belief that they have strong lot tracking capability. However, unless your ERP vendor 
has specific experience in your industry, and thoroughly understands your lot tracking problems, you have to be 
cautious. There are very real philosophical differences that create performance differences.

A subtle but critical difference, for instance, is what a “lot” represents. Almost all process manufacturing defines 
a “lot” as all production of a single sku manufactured in the same production run. However, ERP packages that 
lack depth in lot tracking might stop there. In that case, the lot number represents a group of physical things 
comprising a total inventory quantity: a group of pallets, a group of rolls, a group of drums, a group of boxes. 
That lot has a genealogy comprised of intermediate lots created under the same definition. In this case, the 
“name” of the inventory quantity is the lot number and the attributes of that inventory are associated with that 
lot number. But in this scenario, there is no visibility of how many things (pallets, boxes, drums) make up that 
inventory quantity. In more robust lot tracking, however, each discreet piece of inventory – each pallet, each 
roll, each drum – receives a unique inventory name (serial number), and the lot number is attached to the serial 
number as one attribute (in addition to things like sku number, quantity, quality). This philosophical difference 
leads to cascading differences in how sales orders are written, how available to promise works, and how inventory 
can be managed.

Process manufacturing covers a wide spectrum of complexity, and not every operation requires a complex lot 
tracking solution. The complexity of serial numbers may not be needed at all in a specialty chemical process, 
where homogenous quantities move in batches, but an absolute necessity in a paper or textile mill. The key 
question for your team to decide in advance is what priority lot tracking will have in making your ERP software 
selection.
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STEP

8

Implementation
As a manufacturing company puzzling out how to implement ERP, you will need to devote some time to thinking 
through the ERP implementation plan. A small manufacturer has the same fundamental trade-offs to choose 
from as a big company, with the caveat that ERP budget constraints probably carry a heavier weight. As a 
manufacturer, there are three basic organizational approaches to ERP implementation (a) add ERP implementation 
responsibilities to your existing staff (b) hire – or assign if you already have one – implementation 
responsibilities to a full time IT professional or (c) hire an outside ERP consultant (or your ERP software vendor) 
to implement. Whilst discussing the pros and cons of each we will demonstrate how to implement ERP as a 
manufacturer. 

Adding implementation responsibilities to your existing staff can be 
a fun and bonding experience if managed that way; it can also be a 
divisive and stressful exercise if it is just thrown over the fence without 
leadership - the key is to plan ERP delegation. There is advantage 
in having all of your key leaders being somewhat familiar with the 
software (or at least, their portion of it), and it circumvents the later 
problem of someone claiming that he or she never agreed with the ERP 
design, but was never consulted. There are some potential surprises you 
need to consider (but not necessarily expect). For some staffs, this will 
be the first test of true teamwork, and you may find that you have some 
individuals who don’t work well in an ERP team and don’t play well with 
others. This exercise also tends to expose a wide spectrum of thought 
quality and ability to articulate ideas among your staff.

The Quickest Solution
Having or hiring a full time IT professional is probably the most efficient approach, both for ERP implementation 
and for the long term, if you can afford it. Your IT person can learn the product deeply, can be responsible for 
administering patches and updates, and can produce business reports and analysis. You have someone on your 
team who is always thinking about the future of your computer systems, and what lies over the horizon. The only 
two weaknesses of this approach are (1) an overdependence on the specialized knowledge of the function, such 
that turnover would be disproportionately painful and (2) establishing the culture that the way computers are 
used is someone else’s responsibility.

If you are struggling with how to implement ERP within your business, having the ERP vendor or an ERP 
consultant implement the system is likely the quickest and simplest solution. This is the case because they are 
already intimately familiar with the program and its operation. It is possible that implementation costs can be 
negotiated into the purchase price of the software, and tangential distraction to the rest of the business while 
preparing for implementation is minimal. The only real risk with this approach is who is responsible for tracking 
down and resolving system problems after the vendor has left, and what the process is for making modifications 
and changes to the system as the business model evolves.

Learning how to implement ERP is unlike any project you’ve undertaken before. When you are finished – no matter 
what methodology you choose – you should feel that your business is stronger, and that you have done good 
work along the way.

“As a manufacturer, 
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STEP

9

Go Live
Providing sufficient support at ERP go-live is a significantly different problem at a manufacturing plant than it 
typically is in business headquarters. At business headquarters, a large number of end users work on a computer 
all day long, they generally have more formal education, and operations are normally only one shift. In contrast, 
most shop floor personnel do not spend large amounts of time on computers, many never completed or went 
beyond secondary education, and many manufacturing operations run around the clock, seven days a week. 
Planning adequate support is a key factor in defining your success at ERP go-live. 

The first task for successful manufacturing support is to conduct a head count of the warm bodies you will need 
on site. The term “warm bodies” is meant to convey the notion that if 
you want to provide round the clock support, the ERP support team will 
need to be significantly bigger than the implementation team. You will 
need to recruit other IT support staff or perhaps business people from 
other divisions who have already been through an ERP implementation. 
The critical objective is to make certain that there is always a highly 
visible person available for shop floor people to turn to.

Allocate Team Resources
Common sense should be employed relating to the size of the plant and 
the number of support people required. In general terms, your starting 
point for support complement should be one person per functional 
area, per shift. If the functional areas affected by ERP are (1) receiving 
(2) production reporting and inventory movements (3) shipping and 
(4) quality management, you would start with a mental target of four 
support people covering each shift. If there are only ten production 
people working third shift, you likely don’t need four ERP people in 
support. If the plant is spread out over 250,000 square feet, the amount of time required to get from here to 
there will probably require that you increase coverage to two or three support people for production reporting. If 
in doubt, over-man your ERP support teams.

It is likely that your biggest unpleasant surprise will be the unusual and unforeseen ways in which manufacturing 
can cause transactions to fail. Purists may call this an ERP training problem, but you will be ahead of the game 
if you set out to make transactions as fool-proof as possible over the long run. Manufacturing will describe a 
transaction process as a “system bug” if it easily allows people to create problems through inaccurate data entry 
- regardless of how many times ERP shop floor data was reviewed and approved during blueprint and testing. 
Designate someone to work with the highest manufacturing leader practical to maintain a consolidated problem 
priority list, and assign resources to resolve that problem list.

ERP go live support in manufacturing is much more about being there, rather than knowing every answer 
immediately. If you pick conscientious people who care about the problems manufacturing is having, and you 
work to resolve problems systematically, you will have a very manageable ERP implementation.
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STEP

10

Cost
Managing an effective transition from legacy product costs to ERP 
product costs will be the ultimate test of your change management 
effectiveness. On the highest possible level, the total costs are 
exactly the same, and on the lowest possible level, the skus being 
manufactured are exactly the same, but in between, be prepared for the 
possibility that everything but the raw material cost is changing.

Agents of Change
If you wonder why that would be so, there are two primary reasons: 
(1) It is highly unlikely that your legacy cost system and your new ERP 
system have exactly the same methodology throughout. The closer the 
two methodologies are, the less the change management challenge. (2) 
Accounting and finance will use the occasion of the ERP implementation to adjust practices and procedures which 
are either no longer best practices, or could not be changed incrementally because of GAAP compliance issues.

Within the “different methodologies” category, the differences often appear to be benign in the ERP design 
phase, because at standard, the answer works out to be exactly the same. However, when variances begin 
accumulating, how those variances are accounted for probably changes. When you add in indirect labor - material 
handlers, maintenance, lab testing, - the picture becomes still more different. The bottom line is that when it 
comes to product costing methodologies, little changes can have a big effect.

Changing practices and procedures is typically done carefully and with a lot of transparency. Any change which 
materially affects the cost of a product might have a balance sheet impact if it results in a substantial change in 
inventory valuation. When making these kinds of changes as part of an ERP implementation, err on the side of 
over-communication with the financial community, because you do not want to find out at the eleventh hour (or 
worse, after go-live) that you have inadvertently run afoul of the financial auditors.

Beware of Reconciliation
A word of warning: If you are asked to reconcile an individual product cost back to its legacy cost, you will (a) 
probably have to try it and (b) be wasting your time on a mathematically impossible task. End users understand 
intellectually that the product cost of every sku has changed - with some going up, and others going down - and 
that the total cost is neutral. But emotionally, they are certain there is an error on every cost that has gone up. 
Try as you will you can never fully reconcile these costs back to legacy; the inputs and the outputs are totally 
different.

How much attention this arena receives will depend on the culture of your company. Organizations which survive 
on razor thin margins by knowing their product costs are going to be more sensitive than someone with an 
advantaged product and patent protection. If you are closer to the former category, be prepared for a whole lot of 
questions after ERP go live.
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Conclusion
If you’ve read the previous articles, and your head is swimming with issues and questions that you’ve never 
considered before, then congratulations!  You’ve done a good job.  You are also the member of an elite minority 
who understands that a decision to pursue ERP is a business strategy decision, and not just an IT decision.

Competition in manufacturing is fierce today, both domestically and from overseas. ERP is mature enough and 
widespread enough that it is difficult to position it as a competitive advantage.  More often, ERP tends to be a 
cost of admission, just to earn the right to compete.  Other “minimum-to-compete” expectations are dependable 
product quality, competitive costs, and ease of doing business.  This is not to say that you cannot use ERP to 
preserve or enhance your particular strategic advantages.  The point is that it is getting difficult to say, “I expect 
my manufacturing operation to be around in the year 2025, and I don’t really need an up-to-date integrated 
business software system to do that.”

Having recognized that, you also know from the previous articles that ERP is not an easy project.  There are 
no physical laws that force disconnected functional business areas to behave logically, yet an integrated ERP 
system is premised on logic.  Thus, you will find that your business is not designed for integration.  That means 
that people and processes need to change, and change management is always difficult.  It also means that the 
organization needs a strong degree of self-honesty if the benefits of integration are to be realized.  It requires 
that executive leadership use every motivational tool at their disposal to coach, cajole, convince, enthuse, or 
even threaten the organization to the right attitude and right behavior.  Remember, it isn’t really ERP that people 
resist; it is change.

Lastly, you have to be prepared to find an ERP package that does a good job of supporting your type of 
manufacturing.   Manufacturers have a very unique set of business problems that are not at all intuitive.  These 
problems range from amortizing depreciation on capital equipment back to a product’s unit cost, to accounting 
for yield loss in costing and planning, to making the appropriate math calculations to transform pounds of cotton 
into yards of fabric into dozens of women’s blouses. Manufacturing moves quickly, and an ERP system must 
respond and move quickly with it.  Attention has to be paid to reporting ease; shop floor personnel are there to 
add value to products, not to spend a lot of time operating computer systems.  

One implied criticism of ERP you will hear after a go-live is “ERP won’t let us do that anymore.”  A compliment 
you will never hear about ERP after go-live is, “I’m glad ERP forced us to correct that bad habit; we never should 
have been doing that to begin with.”  Remember that both statements are normally simultaneously true.

ERP is neither a silver bullet nor a curse.  It is an important tool in today’s competitive manufacturing world.
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